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CAROLINE WOOD (HEAD OF SAFEGUARDING & WELFARE) JANETTE 
SMITH (CLUB ADMINISTATOR AND HR MANAGER) – LEAD COVID 
OFFICERS 
 
LEAD COVID OFFICERS (LCOs) JOB DESCRIPTION & DUTIES 

 
Job Purpose 
The LCO is the key resource and contact for all matters Covid-19 (Covid) for the club and will be 
responsible for liaising with key stakeholders and other organisations in relation to the club’s 
response to Covid. They will promote clear and effective club communication channels and ensure in 
collaboration with Poolside Covid Officers (PCOs) all members feel supported and have someone to 
go to should they have any questions or concerns.  
 

LCOS will / be 

1.  The key resource and contact for all matters Covid for the club; 
 
2.  Responsible for liaising with key stakeholders and other organisations in relation to the club’s 
response to Covid; 
 
3.  Keep up to date with Government & Governing body advice and Guidance on Covid; 
 
4.  Be the main contact for all staff on Covid matters. 
 
5.  Be the main point of contact for all members; 
 
6.  Send an email to Parents/Swimmers regarding the Mandatory Form, Risk Assessment & Return to 
Training Videos, explaining that swimmers will only be allowed to return to training if the LCOs have 
emailed the parent/swimmer and confirmed that the swimmer is cleared for training; 
A.  Risk Assessments 

 Write pool specific risk assessments in consultation with pool operators using up to date 
government/Swim England guidance working closely with pool providers; 

 Make the risk assessments available to parents/swimmers and staff. 
B.  Mandatory Form 

 Prepare a parent/swimmer & staff mandatory form that includes the Swim England Health 
check.  

 Ask parent/swimmer to confirm by checking the form that they have read the pool specific risk 
assessment.  

 Viewed the return to training video and checked the other mandatory boxes on the form. 
C.  Return to Training Video 

 Write a story board / voice over for the return to training videos.   

 Arrange for the video to be recorded and add scripted voice over. 

 Make video available for all parents/swimmers and staff. 
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Checking the Mandatory Form 
7.  LCOs to review submitted Mandatory Forms; 

a) Swimmer cleared to return to training - Return an email to parent/swimmer confirming 
swimmer may return to training copied to Head/Lead Coach; 

b) Swimmer not cleared to return to training – LCOs to email Parent/Swimmer and explain 
decision  and next steps, copied to Head/Lead Coach; 

 
Squad Registers 
8.  LCOs to ensure that Head/Lead Coaches have added columns to their registers to include Covid 
information and that registers are easy to view. 
 
9.  LCOs to check that Head/Lead Coaches are competing their registers with new Covid information 
daily. 
 
PCOs Reporting to LCOs 
7.  Be the direct contact for Poolside Covid Officers (PCOs) on all matters Covid; 
 
8.  Regularly review the clubs risk assessments and safety documents with PCOs and other 
stakeholders and recommend changes when necessary; 

 
 

 

 

 

 


